**Feynman To Stay**

**By Jim Austin**

"For Chrissakes, I ain’t leavin’!" is Dr. R. P. Feynman’s reaction to the recurring rumors that he is planning to depart. He stated unequivocally that these rumors are unfounded, that he has never considered leaving, and that he intends to stay here forever. (Satisfied?) Feynman expressed the hope that this statement would finally kill the rumors.

When asked about his current work, he explained that he is not doing anything big now, but is working on several small problems. One of these is the interpretation of the red shift of very distant nebulae.

Feynman said that he is getting a great deal out of teaching a Physics 2c section. He decided to do this in order to get "feedback" from the students about the course. So far, the feedback has been very encouraging, but it is too early to come to any conclusions. However, Feynman is "getting a kick out of it.

(Stated: The rumor in the Bobbitt got started last term when the Tech published its New Year’s editorial, and mentioned NPF departing to La Jolla. The reason for this line was that the only possibility for a book rumor, the only thing the editor could think of that he could write was something like "paraconic" (from little acorns mighty oaks do grow.)."

---

**Iyer Speaks About India’s Future Plans**

**By Tim Hendrickson**

Dr. Raghavan Iyer, distinguished alumnus and Oxford graduate with first class honors in philosophy and politics, spoke April 16 in the Athenaeum on "An Indian Looks at India’s Future.”

An excellent orator, Iyer began by characterizing India as "the Greece of Asia." India, like Greece, has commanded a "complete world vision." Indian society, like that of Greece, was originally based upon the city-state. But unlike the Hellenic state, India has had a "living continuity," and to the present day the Indian masses live "in a world of epic heroes.

The India of today, "the most popular political democracy in the world," is faced with the fact of its betrayal of Gandhi.

This betrayal came as the Indians were about to realize their independence. Despite their inter-continental acceptance of a man with impeccable integrity, they abandoned his mild policies in favor of immediate action and immediate partition. After independence, their motto became "extremization at any price.

"My country," stated Iyer, "went further to belligerate its founding fathers than any other in the world." I would blame this, he continued, "on the perfidious of Brit Buffet;" the framers of the Indian constitution had little knowledge of the contemporary realities of Western politics.

Iyer turned towards the current political aspects of India. Indian Cold War neutrality, Iyer asserted that "India, like Egypt, is not a Communist... We are socialists in our own way, but we will not accept the right of one country to dictate world socialism." Like wise, Iyer pointed out that in India’s association with the (Continued from page 2)

---

**Oliver To Talk On Pasadena**

Dr. Robert Oliver will describe a plan for a downtown park for Pasadena similar to Los Angeles’ Pershing Square and San Francisco’s Union Square at 7:30 P.M. in Blacker Auditorium. Dr. Oliver will use slides, photographs and charts to present the findings of the flight command exercise. Headquarters were located in Winnett Lounge, under the sponsorship of the Caltech YMCA.

The morning began at 6:20, when the training was assembled at building T-5 and loaded the cars that were to take them to the exercise area. The trainees were to breakfast, leave by 1500 and rendezvous at the exercise area at 1600. At 10:00, the exercise started, an hour late. Garber Parker’s A Flight became the “blue” army, while Grant Blackington’s B Flight became the “red.” The first exercise was a paraphrase course to locate the headquarter’s of the respective armies. However, rather than trust unreliable compass readings, the trainees were given pointing shots by the party that set up the exercise. Headquarters were located rapidly, and work was started to establish the zone of the exercise, to demarcate the limits of the zone of the exercise area.

The park he feels should be near Colorado Boulevard on the south, Walnut on the north, and Marengo and Fairchild avenues.

**RPTC Purses its Ranks**

**By Hank Suzukiwa**

Armed with only their courage and stamina, the men of Caltech’s AFROTC Detachment 65 established an outpost at its New Year’s editorial, and mentioned NPF departing to La Jolla. The reason for this line was that the only possibility for a book rumor, the only thing the editor could think of that he could write was something like "paraconic" (from little acorns mighty oaks do grow.)."

Oliver Heads Bonds

Dr. Robert Oliver, executive secretary of the NAACP, speaks today and tomorrow at the YMCA’s twenty-first Leader of America.

**Wilkins Discusses Civil Rights Bill**

**By Bob Berry**

Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the NAACP and the Y’s man for the Senate this year, spoke on “Inside the Power Struggle over the Civil Rights Bill” at 8:00 P.M. yesterday in Winnett Center.

\[ \text{Bill} \]

Wilkins began his talk by describing the provisions of the House-passed civil rights bill and by discussing its chance for Senate passage. He commented that the Senate had spent nearly a month discussing whether they would take up the bill. “If it could get to a vote, it would betextfield – in what shape?” he said, signing off the air for nearly a year before the bill is watered down.

Accepting Wilkins, the “Title Two,” or public accommodation, provision of the bill, the fair employment section is perhaps the most important. He
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**ASCIT Play To Feature Trials Of Lucky Pierre**

**By J.K. Evans**

Tonight at 7:30 in Blacker Auditorium, ASCIT will again burst upon the unsuspecting Caltech scene. In the personas of Miss Ellis and Mr. Robin, they will display his agility, capacity, and short temper, but they will also show his skill, and hair. After overcoming the tedium of this work, the man who triumphs will be the (Continued on page 6)

**A-Bomb Survivor Explains Effects**

Dr. Naemi Shobu, professor of physics at Hiroshima Women’s College, Hiroshima University, will talk informally on “Physical Effects of the Bomb” in Blacker Auditorium, April 3 P.M., in Winnett Lounge, under the sponsorship of the Caltech YMCA.

Dr. Shobu will be traveling to campus as a group of “Littlefishers,” or survivors of the bomb, to present the findings of the professional members of their group — scientists, medical doctors and educators — on the effects of the bomb. He has been the leading member of the Hiroshima Atomic Bomb Casualty Research Organization, which has issued several technical reports on the effects of radiation damage. Dr. Shobu will bring with him various slides, photographs and charts reflecting research done in Hiroshima. His own research has been in theoretical and nuclear physics.

The morning began at 6:20, when the training was assembled at building T-5 and loaded the cars that were to take them to the exercise area. The trainees were to breakfast, leave by 1500 and rendezvous at the exercise area at 1600. At 10:00, the exercise started, an hour late. Garber Parker’s A Flight became the “blue” army, while Grant Blackington’s B Flight became the “red.” The first exercise was a paraphrase course to locate the headquarter’s of the respective armies. However, rather than trust unreliable compass readings, the trainees were given pointing shots by the party that set up the exercise. Headquarters were located rapidly, and work was started to establish the zone of the exercise, to demarcate the limits of the zone of the exercise area.

The park he feels should be near Colorado Boulevard on the south, Walnut on the north, and Marengo and Fairchild avenues.

**Oliver Heads Bonds**

The improvement board committee with Oliver heads is completing a program that will be submitted to the Board of City Directors. The committee has been collecting a $2,270,000 bond issue to pay for these improvements. The money would be used for both planning and starting some scheme for refurbishing the downtown area.

---

**NOTICES**

**StUDENT ORGANIZATIONS**

Dr. Elisha Rosen, ASFJG, will deliver the address at the April 23, 7:30, meeting of the Associated Students of the California Institute, held in Mors. (Satisfied?) Feynman expressed the hope that this statement would finally kill the rumors.

---

**Flash**

**Radio Club** meeting—Thursday, April 25, 8:30, Club Room 2 (electrons).
Editors' Note: We wish to comment on both your very fine editorial which appeared in the California Tech, and your penetrating analysis of the Third Term-Junior Problem. Is there a better solution? If so, what is it? We encourage our students to submit their ideas for a possible solution.
Sharp Reminiscences About Old Tech Days

BY JIM AUSTIN

Dr. R. P. Sharp, Chairman of the Division of Geological Sciences, is an old and well-known man on campus. He also spent his undergraduate days here at Tech. In a way this was an accident: he was won over by the enthusiasm of a high school friend. He and his friend took the exams and were accepted, and they persuaded another high schoolmate to apply. He too was accepted. Of the three, only Sharp lasted through the sophomore year.

At first he was interested in engineering, and then chemistry. He took a geology course and decided that was for him, a decision he has never regretted. "Do the thing you like to do is his advice.

Off-Campus Pad

The Student Houses had just been banned, and the Student Houses were not yet built. So Sharp lived off campus, first at the YMCA, later at a boarding house at J Street. Next door to the boarding house lived five or six upperclassmen, who explained to him the secret mysteries of Caltech. There were compulsory assemblies each day the frosh receive this service.

The next year the original Student Houses were opened, and Sharp moved into Danby. "If the fellows think Caltech is a social and cultural desert now, they should have seen it then." However, the Houses have proved to be a tremendous asset to the students. Some of their traditions, such as Interhouse sports, were started right away.

Tech Has Changed

Looking back, Sharp noted a change in Caltech's outlook. The students were not as good in 1950 as they are now, but they worked just as hard. Tech now takes a more "scientific approach to the crop," and gets more students from outside of California. The students did not have the general distrustfulness with science that is common now.

He spent a year here as a graduate student (1937), "which was a mistake and I don't mind if you publish it." He earned his Ph.D from Harvard in 1938. His thesis concerned the structure and morphology of the Ruby East Humbolt Range in N.E. Nevada. In 1937 he was part of an expedition that took a two-month boat trip through the Grand Canyon to study the bottom rocks. He considered this his most interesting experience.

Sharp was on the University of Illinois geology staff from 1938 to 1942. In the Air Force from then until 1946, he was attached to an intelligence outfit that studied terrain in Canada and Alaska. He was with the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, for short time, and returned to Caltech in 1947. He became Division Chairman in 1953.

Present Interests

He is interested in today's geological thought, its relation to volcanoes, shoreline processes, water and weathering. To line with his department is presently studying Elsil Glacier on Mt. Olympus in Washington, processes in desert, and glacial deposits on the east slope of the Sierra Nevadas.

Sharp has been on many committees here, and although he is still active on some, his main job now is administering his department.

Opportunities in geology are excellent today. Ten or twenty years ago geologists were most interested in description, but advanced research is now possible in fields such as geophysics, geochemistry, and geology. The frontiers of nuclear physics are crowded, but "in geology there are equally interesting frontiers that are thinly populated." A good geologist has no difficulty in obtaining an interesting position.

ROTC Purges

(Continued from page 1)

manders, five of each of them men were spirited off by the "special" staff. These men became the attack groups and were sent behind enemy lines to cut phone wires and bomb the enemy ammunition dump.

Parker Bites

The flight commanders, having no idea what had happened to their respective five men, began tracing the phone lines between the outposts and headquarters with those ones they had left. Blackington's group managed to complete a line to red outpost 2 and came within 1000 yards of outpost 1 before quitting. Parker's group had more luck and got wire to both outposts, but partisan raiders had taken the telephone from blue outpost 2 just before the wire was completed.

Meanwhile, the attack groups, after being dumped in enemy territory, located their tools and their headquarters (with the exception of Mr. Sherlock's group, who couldn't find the headquarters) and began the attack. The red wire-cutting team swept through the blue lines on schedule and at a result missed the wires, which blue didn't finish laying until 15 minutes later. Disappointed, the red team went back to their own headquarters. The blue wire-cutters had better luck. They cut the line to red's outpost 2, then promptly got lost on their way back to their lines.

Reds Bomb

At 0300 the red bombing team located the blue ammo dump, planted their genuine acid-activated mole-bombs, cut the phone lines to blue outpost 1, and ran for the tall timbers. But Schlichtman, from blue, found the bomb and threw it down the mountainside before it went off. The red wire-cutters reached their headquarters just in time to be wiped out by George Rapa- hoy from blue's bombing group.

Unfortunately, the rest of the blue bombers didn't choose to plant their bomb, and red

Summer Jobs

For Students

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes exact pay rates and job details. Names employers and their addresses for hiring in industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc. Hurry!!

Jobs filled early. Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send to: Summer Jobs Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

Summertime Jobs Abroad

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

Ford Mustang...a car as American as its name. And one that aptly fits the dictionary definition: small, hardy, and wild. Conceived as a nimble, sporty car, the Mustang offers distinctive styling in two tasty packages—Convertible and Hardtop. Both are 2-door, 4-passenger vehicles.
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Ford Mustang... a car as American as its name. And one that aptly fits the dictionary definition: small, hardy and wild. Conceived as a nimble, sporty car, the Mustang offers distinctive styling in two tasty packages—Convertible and Hardtop. Both are 2-door, 4-passenger vehicles.

The price? Sporty going never came more economically.

In Ford Motor Company's search to find better ways to do the unexpected, there is the constant planning and many others were needed and will be needed in the future. For the Mustang is merely the latest expression of Ford Motor Company's ability to anticipate the tastes in driving.

In Ford Motor Company's search to find better ways to do the unexpected, there is the constant planning and many others were needed and will be needed in the future. For the Mustang is merely the latest expression of Ford Motor Company's ability to anticipate the tastes in driving.

In the future, approximately 1,000 college graduates in all areas of study and with all kinds of majors can enjoy the challenge of creating new automotive marketing and manufacturing concepts. If you're interested in joining a leader in a growing industry, check with your Placement Office or write us. Maybe you can help "fame" the next Mustang.
Caltech Smashes Upland 31-11; Ricks Hurls 1-0 Win Over CHM

The Tech three weeks ago published a picture of the Upland baseball team watering down the Tech baseball diamond to avoid facing Tech's baseball might. The game was rescheduled for last Tuesday, and sure enough last Monday a water pipe under left field broke. This turned much of the field into a quagmire immediately christened Liebeheim. The field resembled the harranace on the Rodlands golf course.
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Swimmers Win; Take Second Place

BY TED JENKINS

and MIKE MCCAMMON

During the last three weeks the Caltech swimming team has had three meets. Three weeks ago Tech split a duals-only conference meet with Cal Poly Pomona and San Fernando Valley State College, beating Cal Poly 75-19 but losing to San Fernando 62-53.

The following week Caltech resumed its non-conference competition and downed an understrength Whittier squad 73-20. Whittier scored 13 of these points by winning the 200 yd. breaststroke and diving with good performances. Even though performances by the Caltech swimmers were not outstanding in many cases, points were taken easily in most events to produce the win.

The high point of the meet occurred when Larry Andersen set a new school record in the 200 yd. individual medley with a time of 2:20.8, bettering the old mark of 2:23.4 set by Gary Tillett in 1961. George McBean came through with his usual wins in the 50 and 100 yd. freestyle events while Pete Ryan won the 500 yd. freestyle from teammate Larry Andersen, who was somewhat tired from his earlier swim.

Redlands Meet

Last Friday the Beavers stole a close one from the University of Redlands by a score of 48-46. With only Pomona and Claremont

Duffers Drubbed; Hirshi Gets Six

Pulling the fairways in untypical fashion, the Tech golfers shot 11 points against Whittier in a home match on Monday. Holding the advantage of playing on their own home course at Brookside, the Pasade-

na parvohe lost to Whittier by a score of 43-11.

This was the same school that Tech defeated for its lone victory last year. This year it was a different story. Whittier has developed a powerful lineup and have, in John Friedman, probably the outstanding diver in the conference. There are troubled, as usual, by a lack of depth. After beating a team Whittier freshman team 548, the Freshmen found Redlands to be too much for them. Despite winning performances by Jim Soba in the 200 yd. breaststroke and by Friedman in the diving, Redlands won by a score of 59-32.

This Friday both the varsity and third for Caltech in the 200 breast and the Caltech freestyle relay team of Nelson, Delschat, Anderson, and McBean provided the final seven points needed for victory.

Fresh

The Caltech frosh have shown at times some excellent swimming and have, in John Friedman, probably the outstanding diver in the conference. They are troubled, as usual, by a lack of depth. After beating a team Whittier freshman team 548, the Freshmen found Redlands to be too much for them. Despite winning performances by Jim Soba in the 200 yd. breaststroke and by Friedman in the diving, Redlands won by a score of 59-32.

This Friday both the varsity and frosh teams lost in the Alien Pool at 4:00.

Weis, Tucker Star; Ruddock Triumphs

BY JOE WEIS

Ruddock defeated Blacker, 54-49, in a Division III basketball game last Sunday. Ruddock banged in four quick baskets to lead 10 and held a five to ten point advantage throughout the first three quarters. In the final period Ruddock pulled away and had a commanding 15 point lead with five minutes left.

Ruddock’s Interhouse team — befeered up with the addition of varsity players Tucker and Weis — found many holes in Blacker’s full court press which the latter has used very effectively in Interhouse competition. It was during the periods when Blacker pressed that Ruddock surged ahead.

Doug Jospehson tallied exact-

By Joe Weis

Can beer be too cold?

Maybe we shouldn’t care how cold people drink beer... just so they drink Budweiser. (After all, we’re in business!) But we do care. And if you think that’s unusual, you ought to see the care we take to brew the beer. For instance, we could save a lot of time and money if we weren’t so stubborn about our exclusive Beechwood Ageing and natural carbonation. But we are... and we have to pay the price. In fact, we know of no other brewer that costs so much to brew and age.

That’s why, after we go to such fuss to brew all that taste into Budweiser, we want our customers to get it all out. And this is a fact: chilling beer to near-freezing temperatures hides both taste and aroma.

40° is just right.

To make it easy for you, we’ve asked all the bartenders to serve Bud at 40°. Also, every refrigerator is designed to cool Bud at 40°.

Of course, if you’re on a picnic or something and the Bud is on ice and nobody brought a thermometer... oh, well. Things can’t always be perfect.

Budweiser, that Bud...that’s beer!

Budweiser... that Bud... that’s beer!
Debt Existed 50 Years Ago

BY RODGER WHITLOCK

ASCIT's financial problems certainly aren't anything new. Fifty years ago, the Associated Student Body of the Throop College of Technology (ASBTC) found itself $69.80 in the hole, for reasons which were spent trying to find a way to cover the deficit. Debits for the first time in its history, rising periodically to spew General Electric.

More CS

(Continued from page 2)

The CS Student believes that only everlasting things, Love, Goodness, Truth, the Spirit, are real. "Man is not material, but is in the image and likeness of God." As we realize this, our real spiritual self comes to life, and "we overcome evil, just as Jesus did when he healed the sick."

More Wilkins

(Continued from page 1)

m campus with an address on "The Stone and the White Collar Student in the Civil Rights Movement" at 4:00 this afternoon in Beckman Auditorium, when he spoke on "The Drive to the Civil Rights Explosion of the Sixties." Wednesday afternoon Wilkins also spoke on "The Spectrums of Civil Rights Protest Methods" in Winnett.

More Baseball

(Continued from page 4)

Sandwiched between these two victories was a double defeat at the hands of Claremont on Saturday, which brought the latest developments from the wonderful world of electricity.

They've made their pavilion — Progressland — entertaining. It's a bright show, enhanced by the master showmanship of Walt Disney.

For you, Progressland is a rare chance to see, as in no other way, the career opportunities offered in the electrical industry. For here, under one roof, are assembled all the career developments from the wonderful world of electricity.

Progress Corps. (Continued from page 3)

launched a counterattack that was small enough.

This picture was

1) For the hell of it.
2) Because I'm the only one around.
3) To insult this idiot.
4) On page 7 by mistake.

The “Progress Corps” comes to the Fair

General Electric men and women have been gathering at the New York World’s Fair, bringing the latest developments from the wonderful world of electricity.

General Electric

Most Important Product

PHOTOQUIZ

WORLD PREMIERE

ALL NEW!

PHOTOQUIZ

3) Because I'm the only one around.
4) To insult this idiot.